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Over the last 3 years the fleet grew at an average 3.5 percent despite a peak of deliveries in 2018 (+6 percent); that is  
half of the growth recorded between 2013 and 2015 and much lower than the double digits growth recorded year on 
year for the best part of last decade. 

Moving forward, based on the current orderbook and considering an expected pick up of demolitions due to the new 
environmental regulations, the fleet is expected to grow around 3 percent in 2019 and 2020. For 2021 the growth 
could slow to 1 percent, but there are still slots available for such a forward delivery. 

The fleet growth is expected to come solely from the modern Very Large Container Ships and from Ultra Large 
Container Ships: there are currently 48 VLCS and 74 ULCS on order for a total 2 million TEU capacity. 

For smaller segments the situation is very different: 

The Panamax and Post-Panamax fleet (units between 3,000 and 9,999 TEU capacity) is expected to keep shrinking; a 
trend that started in 2016 after a large number of modern and more economical VLCS replaced many of these units on 
transpacific and on Far East-Europe trades. There are only 16 Panamax and 1 Post-Panamax units currently on order 
for a total 55,700 TEU capacity. 

For Feederships (units between 500 and 2,999 TEU capacity) the trend is again different with the fleet expected to 
remain fairly stable around 4 million TEU despite strong orders in 2018 and 2019. There are currently 9 Small Feeder 
(up to 999 TEU capacity) and 232 Feeder (between 1,000 2,999 TEU) for a total 453,000 TEU on order, however there 
is also a total of around 763,000 TEU capacity which is already 20 years old and that it is expected to be progressively 
removed from trading. It is our understanding that complying with the Ballast Water Management Convention could 
prove to be very difficult and expensive, especially for small ships, and the required installation of the Water Ballast 
Treatment Systems at the first IOPP renewal after 8 September 2019 will probably drive many units out of the market. 

The Containership Fleet 
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Unit 21-Jun 14-Jun W-o-W Y-o-Y

 BPI TC Avg. usd/day 8,795 9,085 -3.2% -20.9%

 BPI 82 TC Avg. usd/day 10,310 10,792 -4.5% -17.0%

 P1 Transatlantic r/v usd/day 7,425 7,270 +2.1% -25.5%

 P2 Skaw-Gib Trip East usd/day 16,218 16,659 -2.6% -11.4%

 P3 Pacific r/v usd/day 8,785 9,505 -7.6% -20.0%

 1 Yr TC Period Panamax usd/day 11,000 11,000 +0.0% -12.0%

 1 Yr TC Period Kamsarmax usd/day 12,500 12,500 +0.0% -10.7%

Unit 21-Jun 14-Jun W-o-W Y-o-Y

 BCI TC Avg. usd/day 17,947 14,203 +26.4% +9.0%

 C8 Transatlantic r/v usd/day 17,125 10,550 +62.3% +0.0%

 C14 China-Brazil r/v usd/day 18,723 15,518 +20.7% +9.9%

 C10 Pacific r/v usd/day 17,375 16,063 +8.2% +16.6%

 1 Year TC Period usd/day 16,750 16,500 +1.5% -9.5%

dry cargo chartering 

For this week too, Capesize market continued its recovery (TC average gained $1,500/d), but it was still not totally 
stable. The Tubarao/Qingdao standard route went up, following its positive path, gaining more than $1/mt, as it 
started from $17.25/mt before reaching mid $18/mt on Friday; for TCT we saw a quite nice ship that closed a 
deal at $20,000/d for a Brazil round with West Africa option, equivalent to mid $18/mt. 
On the contrary, the West Australia to Qingdao route opened the week at $7.35/mt showing 50 cent of increase 
until Wednesday but closing on Friday at $7.45/mt. 
Front haul had some very high fixtures around $35,000/d and reached the level of $33,000/d on Friday; back haul 
on the same positive way closed on Friday at almost $4,000/d. 
The Saldanha Bay/Qingdao traded at around $14/mt bss mid-July dates; T/A improved quite a lot fixing at around 
$17,000/18,000/d. 
Not much activity on period, but understood region of $18,000/d for 6/9 months. 
 

Capesize Market 

Rates 

Panamax Market 

Rates 

During last week the ECSAm area showed a slowdown on rates levels with Kamsarmax achieving around $14.5k/d 
+ $450k bb for ECSAm trip to Feast, while basis delivery India similar trip were being fixed around $11.5/12k/d 
bss dop. Trips to Skaw-Passero basis ECSAm delivery have been rated on 75k dwt vessels around $14.5k/d.  
Basis Gibraltar an 82k dwt was reported fixed at $8.25k/d for trip via Kamsar to Fos with Bauxite while for trip 
FEast a 76k dwt was reported fixed at $23k/d bss passing Canakkale delivery for trip via B.Sea to China at 
$18.25k/d.  
Good eco consumption Kamsarmax was reported fixed for trip via Cont to China at $19.75k/d basis Aughinish 
delivery. 
In F.east Nopac rounds were fixed around $11k/d basis Kashima on an 82k dwt, while for Indo round an 81k dwt 
was reported fixed basis Xinsha at $7.2k/d for quick trip Indo/Philippines. Basis Taichung an 82k was reported 
fixing $10k/d for trip with alumina via Bunbury to Jebel Ali, while for trip via Geraldtone to China redelivery a 
similar size has size was reported fixed at $12k/d basis passing Singapore. 
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dry cargo chartering 

Supramax trade in the USG moved up with several fixtures on Supra at $14k/d to Atlantic and very high teens dir 
East, mainly due to the short tonnage list. Ultramax were easily getting high teens for grains to Med and asking 
with low $20k’s/d for grain cargoes to East. Handysize were seriously improving as more cargoes came out last 
week. USG/Med on 32/35k was in the $12-13k/d and in the mid-high teens for 37/39k. ECSAm market saw the 
smallers sizes increasing while the Supra/Ultramaxes had surely a slowdown but less than expected. The route via 
ECSAm to Cont/Med on Handys passed from $9.5k/d level to $10k/d on the 28k and from $12.3k/d to $12.5k/d 
for the 38k. Supras, which 7 days ago were seeing $14-15k/d to Cont/Med, now they getting about $500/d less, 
even if the index level was almost the same of last week. Ultras were getting $15.75-16/d for trip to Cont/Med 
and $14.25k/d+425k for the trip Feast. 

Supramax & Handysize Market 
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Cont market improved a bit both on Handys and Supras: a nice eco 63k was heard fixed for $7.25k/d bss dop Cont 
for trip to USG for the first 30 days and $12k/d for the balance. Charterers’ number for Handys for trip into USG 
were instead around $5-6k /d bss dop Cont. On Ultramax, a 63k was rumored done at $10.5k/d bss dop 
NSpain/Portugal for trip via ARA range back to EMed. Med and Black Sea market were generally positive: trips to 
Cont ex Canakkale were assessed around mid $8k/d from $5k/d of previous week. Some 35k was been fixed ex 
Black Sea to EMed at $6.5k/d and $7.25k/d for trip to WMed, while the rate for clinkers ex EMed to WAfrica on 
similar ships seemed to be in the mid $7k/d. 

With the attacks on tankers in the gulf of Oman last Thursday, most owners asked for an increased AWRP for 
transiting the HRA, some owners agreeing for a higher capping of such costs, and some owners, given the 
uncertainty of events, unwilling to take such risk and suggesting AWRP to be as per actual vouchers. An Ultra was 
understood to be fixed from MEG at over $16k/d hire for trip to ECI with limestones with an AWRP of $40k. For a 
similar biz a spot Supra was fixed retro WCI port at mid $10k/d levels with AWRP as per original vouchers. A 66k 
from WCI was fixed early in the week at $17k/d dop for trip via WCI to FEast with sulphur. From WCI a 58k was 
fixed dop $12.5k/d for Chittagong direction. More demand from salt and aggregates out of WCI, and even iron 
ore rush from ECI were keeping the demand high. Ships from ECI jumped around $1.5-2k/d levels on hire from 
past week, with Supras around $11.5-11.75k/d levels and Ultras getting over $12.5k/d levels for trips to FEast.  
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A fresh flood of chartering enquiry for Supramax coal and nickel ore stems from SEAsia to China brought back the 
activity to this loading area. Several vessels where reported fixed and rates progressively improved through the 
week. This also allowed charterers to keep low rates from NFEast to SEAsia, with owners keen to go south and try 
to catch the improved markey, even if the better money paid on interSEAsia trade was attracting owners away 
from the north direction. Rates for transpacific rounds were not similarly better, probably due to the smaller 
demand and the longer duration. Not much activity was seen for spot business to the MEast, with Handysizes 
struggling to keep the t/c rates from lowering. A 55k size fixed $6.5k/d plus $50k bb dely Indo for coal to China, a 
simila size got on this run $8.5k/ d dely Indo with no bb, an Ultramax delivering at SChina was paid $7.5k/d via 
Indo back to SChina and a Dolphin56 with similar dely got a rate in the high $6k’s/d with redely China. Large 
demand for nickel ore from Philippines to NChina reported a Dolphin type done at $6k/d and later on other two 
getting $7.5k/d for a very similar trade. Tonnage chartering for trips within SEAsia reported a 53k booked from 
Thailand to SChina at $9.1k/d, afterward a ‘dolphin type’ got $10k/d from Indo to Vietnam and an Ultramax 
delivering Thailand fixed $7.2k/d on a trip via Indo to SChina with an option for redely SChina at $8.2k/d. 
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Unit 21-Jun 14-Jun W-o-W Y-o-Y

 BSI TC Avg. usd/day 8,570 8,152 +5.1% -27.7%

 S4A 58 USG-Skaw/Pass usd/day 13,481 12,669 +6.4% -21.2%

 S9 58 WAF-ECSA-Med usd/day 9,179 9,171 +0.1% -5.0%

 S1B 58 Canakkale-FEast usd/day 16,346 14,136 +15.6% +2.0%

 S11 58 Pacific r/v usd/day 7,319 6,891 +6.2% -35.2%

 1 Year TC Period usd/day 9,750 9,750 +0.0% -20.4%

 BHSI TC Avg. usd/day 6,530 6,276 +4.0% -24.3%

 1 Year TC Period usd/day 8,250 8,250 +0.0% -15.4%
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Unit 21-Jun 14-Jun W-o-W
Premium/  

Discount

Jun (19) usd/day 15,617 14,954 +4.4% -13.0%

Jul (19) usd/day 18,100 16,467 +9.9% +0.9%

Aug (19) usd/day 17,963 16,917 +6.2% +0.1%

Q3 (19) usd/day 18,057 16,933 +6.6% +0.6%

Q4 (19) usd/day 19,125 18,729 +2.1% +6.6%

Q1 (20) usd/day 12,958 12,529 +3.4% -27.8%

Cal 20 usd/day 15,025 14,687 +2.3% -16.3%

Cal 21 usd/day 13,358 13,275 +0.6% -25.6%

Cal 22 usd/day 13,383 13,354 +0.2% -25.4%

Jun (19) usd/day 9,375 9,613 -2.5% +6.6%

Jul (19) usd/day 9,796 10,113 -3.1% +11.4%

Aug (19) usd/day 10,304 10,450 -1.4% +17.2%

Q3 (19) usd/day 10,164 10,333 -1.6% +15.6%

Q4 (19) usd/day 10,454 10,267 +1.8% +18.9%

Q1 (20) usd/day 8,596 8,479 +1.4% -2.3%

Cal 20 usd/day 9,115 8,968 +1.6% +3.6%

Cal 21 usd/day 8,608 8,467 +1.7% -2.1%

Cal 22 usd/day 8,288 8,125 +2.0% -5.8%

Jun (19) usd/day 8,107 8,229 -1.5% -5.4%

Jul (19) usd/day 9,153 9,046 +1.2% +6.8%

Aug (19) usd/day 9,890 9,879 +0.1% +15.4%

Q3 (19) usd/day 9,711 9,686 +0.3% +13.3%

Q4 (19) usd/day 9,753 9,708 +0.5% +13.8%

Q1 (20) usd/day 8,186 8,358 -2.1% -4.5%

Cal 20 usd/day 9,090 9,175 -0.9% +6.1%

Cal 21 usd/day 8,715 8,871 -1.8% +1.7%

Cal 22 usd/day 8,303 8,508 -2.4% -3.1%

Jun (19) usd/day 6,463 6,425 +0.6% -1.0%

Jul (19) usd/day 7,138 6,963 +2.5% +9.3%

Aug (19) usd/day 7,513 7,363 +2.0% +15.1%

Q3 (19) usd/day 7,533 7,383 +2.0% +15.4%

Q4 (19) usd/day 8,325 8,225 +1.2% +27.5%

Q1 (20) usd/day 7,413 7,338 +1.0% +13.5%

Cal 20 usd/day 8,113 8,075 +0.5% +24.2%

Cal 21 usd/day 7,956 7,931 +0.3% +21.8%

Cal 22 usd/day 7,906 7,888 +0.2% +21.1%
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dry cargo chartering 

Dry Bulk FFAs (Baltic Forward Assessments) 
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Unit 21-Jun 14-Jun W-o-W Y-o-Y

 TD1 MEG-USG ws 22.95 18.73 +22.5% +10.0%

 TD1 MEG-USG usd/day -2,561 -6,788 +62.3% +79.9%

 TD2 MEG-Spore ws 52.79 40.88 +29.1% -9.1%

 TD3C MEG-China ws 52.25 40.21 +29.9% -8.8%

 TD3C MEG-China usd/day 26,361 14,704 +79.3% +39.4%

 TD15 WAF-China ws 51.83 41.88 +23.8% -7.2%

 Avg. VLCC TCE usd/day 11,900 3,958 +200.7% +284.0%

 1 Year TC Period usd/day 34,500 34,250 +0.7% +72.5%

 TD6 BSea-Med ws 83.83 90.56 -7.4% -2.3%

 TD6 BSea-Med usd/day 16,991 22,572 -24.7% +59.0%

 TD20 WAF-Cont ws 64.09 80.80 -20.7% -14.3%

 MEG-EAST ws 82.50 75.00 +10.0% +17.9%

 TD23 MEG-Med ws 45.25 55.00 -17.7% +37.1%

 Avg. Suezmax TCE usd/day 14,967 22,565 -33.7% +43.9%

 1 Year TC Period usd/day 24,000 24,000 +0.0% +54.8%

 TD7 NSea-Cont ws 87.50 92.92 -5.8% -16.4%

 TD7 NSea-Cont usd/day 3,856 8,511 -54.7% -23.6%

 TD17 Baltic-UKC ws 63.89 68.06 -6.1% -30.9%

 TD17 Baltic-UKC usd/day 4,472 8,288 -46.0% -69.0%

 TD19 Med-Med ws 85.83 91.67 -6.4% +1.2%

 TD19 Med-Med usd/day 7,405 10,757 -31% +1527.5%

 TD8 Kuwait-China ws 121.17 108.00 +12.2% +27.5%

 TD8 Kuwait-China usd/day 18,058 14,518 +24.4% +499.9%

 TD9 Caribs-USG ws 88.75 89.38 -0.7% -36.0%

 TD9 Caribs-USG usd/day 6,111 7,046 -13.3% -56.6%

 Avg. Aframax TCE usd/day 9,234 10,751 -14.1% +27.6%

 1 Year TC Period usd/day 22,000 22,000 +0.0% +51.7%
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tanker chartering 

Vlcc market rose dramatically, as after last week event tonnage committed to coa disappeared and charterers 
rushed to cover their enquiries. 280,000 mt MEG/usg basis Cape/Cape assessed at WS23 level.  
Suezmax market off West Africa went under pressure, with 130kt West Africa/Rotterdam agreed at WS62.5 on 
Friday. In Middle East the good availability of tonnage for westbound cargoes led rates for 140,000 mt 
Basrah/Europe fall to high/mid-forties. 
Aframax rates kept steady levels in North West Europe and Americas, whilst in Med, market came off towards WS 
eighties. However, more action was recorded there at the end of the week. In Middle East, rates went up to 
WS120 level for MEG/East, due the tensions in the area. 
 

Crude Oil Tanker Market 
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tanker chartering 

Product Tanker Market 

Delays at Turkish Straits for Daylight Restricted Vessels 

East of Suez, LR2 rates didn't record any significant change, remaining at WS 100 for MEG/Japan voyages basis 
75,000 mt together with MEG/UKC rates that remained overall steady at $2.075 mln. Positive week also for LR1 
with discharging East, which gained 2.5 WS points and settled at WS 115. West of Suez, LR2 and LR1 trading 
UKC/Japan remained steady at $1.8 mln and $1.5 mln respectively. In Med, rates for clean Handysize for 
CrossMed didn't see any room for improvement, remaining steady at WS135; slightly better situation was seen 
for black sea-med voyages, with rates gaining 5 WS points and reaching WS 150 mark. In Cont, clean Handysize 
trading Baltic/UKC lost a couple of points and settled at WS 110, with CrossCont following at about WS100. Clean 
MR rates for Cont/US got busier at the end of the week, when Owners managed to jump up at WS 120 from WS 
100 before closing the week at WS125 level. Back hauls on TC14 route further improved at WS100. 
On the dirty products trades in Med, rate for 30,000 mt CrossMed lost a few points down to WS130 level and 
same was recorded on Black Sea/Med down to WS140. The tonnage list was still too long and not enough cargoes 
have been quoted to compensate. MRs remained stable at WS110 from Black Sea and at WS105 for CrossMed, 
both basis 45,000 mt. Cont market has been tight and firm as previous weeks, so that the rate for the 30,000 mt 
CrossCont route went up to WS140. Panamaxes again were not very active and lost a couple of points down to 
WS97.5 level basis 55,000 mt Cont or Med/TA.  
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Unit 21-Jun 14-Jun W-o-W Y-o-Y

 TC1 MEG-Japan ( 7 5 k ) ws 101.06 99.69 +1.4% +0.1%

 TC1 MEG-Japan ( 7 5 k ) usd/day 13,774 13,911 -1.0% +78.3%

 TC8 MEG-UKC ( 6 5 k ) usd/mt 27.61 27.64 -0.1% +9.6%

 TC5 MEG-Japan ( 5 5 k ) ws 112.61 112.28 +0.3% -3.9%

 TC5 MEG-Japan ( 5 5 k ) usd/day 11,933 12,277 -2.8% +52.1%

 TC2 Cont-USAC ( 3 7 k ) ws 126.94 99.44 +27.7% +25.5%

 TC2 Cont-USAC ( 3 7 k ) usd/day 9,320 4,995 +86.6% +1266.6%

 TC14 USG-Cont ( 3 8 k ) ws 100.71 78.21 +28.8% +49.2%

 TC14 USG-Cont ( 3 8 k ) usd/day 5,126 1,603 +219.8% +232.4%

 TC9 Baltic-UKC ( 2 2 k ) ws 110.00 112.50 -2.2% -18.1%

 TC6 Med-Med ( 3 0 k ) ws 134.69 135.31 -0.5% -0.2%

 TC7 Spore-ECAu ( 3 0 k ) ws 165.28 160.56 +2.9% -8.1%

 TC7 Spore-ECAu ( 3 0 k ) usd/day 13,697 13,331 +2.7% +25.2%

 TC11 SK-Spore  ( 4 0 k ) usd/mt 13.70 12.43 +10.2% +67.1%

 MR Pacific Basket usd/day 25,346 15,738 +61.0% +341.3%

 MR Atlantic Basket usd/day 14,763 8,803 +67.7% +619.8%

 LR2 1 Year TC Period usd/day 21,000 21,000 +0.0% +44.8%

 MR2 1 Year TC Period usd/day 15,000 14,500 +3.4% +7.1%

 TD12 Cont-USG ( 5 5 k ) ws 98.44 100.00 -1.6% -4.5%

 TD18 Baltic-UKC ( 3 0 K) ws 140.83 125.00 +12.7% -9.3%

 BSea-Med ( 3 0 k ) ws 140.0 155.0 -9.7% -6.7%

 Med-Med ( 3 0 k ) ws 130.0 145.0 -10.3% -7.1%
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Unit 21-Jun 14-Jun W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Northbound days 2.0 2.0 +0.0% +33.3%

 Southbound days 2.0 2.0 +0.0% +33.3%
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Unit 20-Jun 13-Jun W-o-W Y-o-Y

 ConTex index 398 398 +0.0% -25.5%

 4250 teu (1Y, g’less) usd/day 9,127 9,043 +0.9% -30.9%

 3500 teu (1Y, g’less) usd/day 8,915 8,852 +0.7% -28.6%

 2700 teu (1Y, g’less) usd/day 9,038 9,039 -0.0% -26.2%

 2500 teu (1Y, geared) usd/day 8,892 8,898 -0.1% -27.1%

 1700 teu (1Y, geared) usd/day 8,342 8,310 +0.4% -22.9%

 1100 teu (1Y, geared) usd/day 6,442 6,464 -0.3% -21.8%

The New ConTex for week 25 showed stable results with only very minor changes. The segment 4,250 TEUs 
nominal and above remained fairly popular, while segments of 2,500-2,700 TEUs nominal recorded a slightly 
negative trend. The 1,700 TEUs’ remained busy with a mix of new deals and extensions. 

containers 

VHSS Containership Timecharter Assessment 
(source: Hamburg Shipbrokers’ Association) 

Containership Market 

Shanghai Containerized Freight Index 
(source: Shanghai Shipping Exchange) 
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Unit 21-Jun 14-Jun W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Comprehensive Index index 764 779 -1.9% +1.8%

 Services:

 Shanghai - North Europe usd/teu 716 745 -3.9% -14.1%

 Shanghai - Mediterranean usd/teu 731 741 -1.3% -19.2%

 Shanghai - WC USA usd/feu 1,382 1,416 -2.4% +15.7%

 Shanghai - EC USA usd/feu 2,404 2,464 -2.4% +10.2%

 Shanghai - Dubai usd/teu 794 820 -3.2% +56.3%

 Shanghai - Santos usd/teu 1,800 1,774 +1.5% +16.4%

 Shanghai - Singapore usd/teu 140 140 +0.0% -7.9%

market report - week 25/2019 

Recent Fixtures 

Vessel Name Built TEUs TEU@14 Gear Fixture Period Rates 

Csl Atlantic 2005 5,075 3,320 no extended to Maersk 2-4 m $9,750/d 

Bernhard Schulte 2010 4,600 3,080 no fixed to Cosco 70-150 d $9,700/d 

Odysseus 2006 2,824 2,020 no extended to Hapag Lloyd 6-9 m $9,900/d 

Cape Mayor 2007 2,741 2,115 no extended to Evergreen 3-5 m $9,200/d 

Jonni Ritscher 2006 1,886 1,285 yes fixed to Hapag Lloyd 3-5 m $8,600/d 

Fesco Voyager 1998 1,060 774 no fixed to Mcc 3-10 m $6,500/d 



Type Size Built Yard Buyers Price Comment 

Prod 51,000 dwt 2021 STX 
Golden Energy 
Management  

37 each 2+2 units 

Cont 2,500 TEU 4Q 2020 Hyundai Mipo XT Shipping  n.a. 2 options declared 

Cont 1,800 TEU 2021 Hyundai Mipo KMTC n.a. 2 options declared 
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Ultramax LR2 MR2

3 yrs 5 yrs 7 yrs 10 yrs 15 yrs 20 yrs

 USD 1.73 1.76 1.84 1.97 2.12 2.18

 Euro -0.33 -0.19 -0.03 0.22 0.53 0.69

Libor USD Libor Euro Euribor Euro

 6 Months 2.22 -0.38 -0.31

 12 Months 2.20 -0.28 -0.21

Another very quiet week which could be read as the starting of the summer slow activity.  
The dry bulk market, though pulled by the Capesize lately, is not really encouraging Owners making any order of 
late; also tanker orderbook columns were pretty empty with the sole interesting news to report the 2+2 MR2 
placed again by Golden Energy Management (related to Restis) at STX. The previous order placed in 2017 was 
cancelled due to shipyard's bankruptcy. The new order is for TIER III scrubber fitted and priced at $37 mln each, 
delivery in about 2 years’ time. 
Otherwise, a few container orders were placed by XT Shipping who optioned 2 x 1,800 TEUs feeders at Hyundai 
Mipo and by KMTC, Korea, for 2 x 2,500 TEUs at the same yard.  
 

Newbuilding Market 

Newbuilding Reported Orders 

Indicative Newbuilding Prices (China) 

sale & purchase 

Interest Rates 

Interest Rate Swaps 
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Unit 01-Jun-19 M-o-M Y-o-Y

 Capesize usd mln 48.9 -0.4% +4.5%

 Ultramax usd mln 26.1 -0.4% +1.5%

 Supramax usd mln 23.1 -0.1% +1.8%

 VLCC usd mln 83.9 -0.2% +3.5%

 LR2 Coated usd mln 46.5 -0.5% +3.5%

 MR2 Coated usd mln 33.5 -0.4% +0.1%

21-Jun 14-Jun W-o-W Y-o-Y

 USD/Euro 1.13 1.13 +0.5% -1.9%

 Yen/USD 107.3 108.6 -1.1% -2.4%

 SK Won/USD 1,164 1,185 -1.8% +4.6%

Exchange Rates 

market report - week 25/2019 



 TYPE VESSEL NAME DWT BLT YARD BUYERS PRICE NOTE 

Bulk Ocean Ruby 92,500 2010 COSCO Dalian Undisclosed 13,2   

Bulk AGTR Blossom 99,000 2019 Tsuneishi Zhoushan European 34   

Bulk AGTR Ambition 99,000 2019 Tsuneishi Zhoushan European 34   

Bulk Suse 57,000 2011 Jiangsu Hantong Greek buyers 10,8   

Bulk Star Masaya 42,700 1998 IHI Undisclosed 4,2   

Prod FPMC 21 50,000 2009 STX Greek buyers 14,5 partly zinc coated  

Prod Atlantic Pegasus 46,000 2010 HMD Danish buyers 20 

En bloc deal.  
Prod Atlantic Queen 46,000 2010 HMD Danish buyers 20 
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Unit 21-Jun 14-Jun W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Dry Bulk usd/ldt 412.8 419.8 -1.7% -5.8%

 Dirty Tanker usd/ldt 420.2 424.8 -1.1% -4.9%

 Clean Tanker usd/ldt 417.2 421.0 -0.9% -5.4%

sale & purchase 

Secondhand Market 

Baltic Secondhand Assessments 

Baltic Ship Recycling Assessment (Subcontinent) 
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Unit 21-Jun 14-Jun W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Capesize usd mln 35.2 35.2 +0.1% +1.8%

Kamsarmax usd mln 23.3 23.2 +0.3% +6.5%

 Supramax usd mln 17.4 17.5 -0.1% -5.1%

 VLCC usd mln 68.7 68.6 +0.1% +11.2%

 Aframax usd mln 35.3 35.3 +0.2% +18.2%

 MR Product usd mln 28.1 28.1 +0.2% +8.5%

market report - week 25/2019 

In the Dry market, two resale Post-Panamax built at Tsuneishi Zhoushan were sold to European at $34 mln each. 
Furthmore after sale last week of “Royal Maybach” around 93k dwt 2010 built Yangfan, another 2010 Chinese 
built Post-Panamax was reported sold, the “Ocean Ruby” around 92.5k dwt 2010 built COSCO Dalian done at 
$13.2 mln. In the Supramax segment, a Dolphin57 “Suse” around 2011 Jiangsu Hantong controlled by German 
administrator was sold at $10.8 mln, last Dolpin57 reported was the “Vil Baltic” around 57k dwt 2010 built 
Qingshan at $9.85 mln. A vintage Handymax “Star Masaya” around 42k dwt built 1998 IHI was sold at $4.2 mln. 
Two weeks ago “Blue Balance” around 45k dwt 1998 built Tsuneishi was done at $4.8 mln.   
In the tanker market, some movements were recorded in the product segment. A Formosa controlled vessel 
“FPMC 21” around 50k dwt 2009 built STX was purchased by Greek buyers at $14.5 mln. Vessel had SS/DD due 
and she is partly zinc coated. Furthermore two 2010 built MR “Atlantic Pegasus” and “Atlantic Queen” were sold 
at $20 mln each in an en bloc deal.  
  
 

Secondhand Reported Sales 

From June 2019, the Panamax BSPA benchmark changed into a Kamsarmax (82,500mt 
dwt on 14.43m, LOA 229m, beam 32.25m, 97,000cbm grain) and the benchmark BSPA 
Aframax specifications was amended  to 115,000mt dwt and 44m beam 



news 

Dry Bulk Commodities 

Argentina raises this season's wheat sowing estimate thanks to rain 
Argentine farmers are expected to plant 6.5 million hectares of wheat in the 2019/20 season, the government said in a 
report on Friday, citing good rainfall as the reason for the increase from its previous forecast of 6.46 million hectares. 
“Good soil moisture conditions have favored planting,” the agriculture secretariat said in its monthly grains report. 
China grants 240,000 T of import quotas for soon-to-be-restricted copper scrap  
The Chinese environment ministry has granted 123 companies quotas to import types of scrap metal that will 
otherwise be off-limits from July 1, including around 240,000 tonnes of copper scrap. China, which had already banned 
imports of low-grade copper scrap known as Category 7 from the start of 2019, announced in December it would 
restrict imports of higher-grade material from July 1, potentially causing a massive disruption in the copper supply 
chain for the world's biggest consumer of the metal. 
Vietnam to slap anti-dumping duties on China, South Korea coated steel 
ietnam plans to impose anti-dumping duties on coated steel from China and South Korea effective from June 25, for 
around four months, before final determinations in the ADD investigations are made, the country’s trade ministry said 
this week. According to the trade ministry’s announcement, 19 Chinese companies would be subjected to ADD rates 
ranging from 3.45% to 34.27%, with the rate for material from Yieh Phui (China) Technomaterial the lowest at 3.45%. 
Products from other unspecified Chinese companies would be applied an ADD rate of 34.27%. Products from South 
Korea’s Dongbu Incheon Steel and Dongkuk Steel Mill would be subjected to ADD rates of 4.48% and 18.08% 
respectively. ADDs for products from other South Korean producers would be 19.25%. 
Dalian iron ore rises as supply crunch concerns persist 
China’s iron ore futures extended gains on Friday after touching a record high in the previous session, as concerns 
persisted over tight supply amid declining shipment from Rio Tinto and expectations of strong demand. Mining giant 
Rio Tinto on Wednesday night lowered its guidance on volumes of iron ore it expects to ship from the key Pilbara 
producing region in Australia for the third time since April. It now puts the upper limit as much as 5.7% under its 
original forecast, giving a window for shipments of between 320 million tonnes and 330 million tonnes. 
Mining giant Rio Tinto cuts key iron ore supply forecast again, shares hit 
Mining giant Rio Tinto Ltd on Thursday lowered its guidance on volumes of iron ore it expects to ship from the key 
Pilbara producing region in Australia for the third time since April, citing operational problems. The announcement, 
together with news late on Wednesday that Brazilian miner Vale SA will imminently restart production at a big mine in 
Brazil, pushed Rio's Australian shares 5% lower in early trade, in line with 4.7% losses in London. The broader 
Australian market opened flat. 
Australia lowers wheat export forecast by 18% as drought hits supply 
Australia on Tuesday lowered its forecast for wheat exports over the 2019/20 season by nearly 18% as a drought wilts 
crops in the world's No.4 exporter of the grain. That comes after Australia's chief commodity forecaster last week cut 
its production forecast for the 2019/20 harvest by more than 11% as the drought leaves crops struggling to survive.  
NOPA May soy crush below expectations at 154.796 million bushels 
The U.S. soybean crush fell below trade estimates last month and lagged the year-earlier monthly crush rate for a third 
straight month, according to National Oilseed Processors Association (NOPA) data released on Monday. NOPA 
members, which handle about 95 percent of all soybeans crushed in the United States, processed 154.796 million 
bushels of soybeans in May, down from 159.990 million bushels in April and below the 163.572 million bushels 
crushed in May 2018, the record for the month. 
China's pork imports surge in May, near 3-yr high  
China's pork imports surged nearly 63% in May from the same month last year, customs data showed on Sunday, as 
the world's top consumer of the meat stocked up on supplies ahead of an anticipated shortage. May imports came in 
at 187,459 tonnes, the largest volume since 192,348 tonnes in August 2016, according to the data.   
Soaring corn prices pinch Brazil meatpackers amid Chinese meat bonanza 
Brazilian pork and poultry processors, who have benefited from strong exports to China amid the African swine fever 
outbreak, are starting to feel the pinch now at home as prices soar for corn, the main ingredient in animal feed. 
Brazilian corn prices rose sharply in recent weeks despite projections for a record harvest above 100 million tonnes.  
 
 
Source: Refinitiv / Argus Media / Platts 
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news 

Oil & Gas 

Unit at Philadelphia refinery completely destroyed in fire 
The alkylation unit involved in a massive fire on Friday at Philadelphia Energy Solutions Inc's oil refinery has been 
completely destroyed, which will hamper the supply of gasoline from the U.S. East Coast's largest refinery, sources 
familiar with the matter said on Sunday. The destruction of the unit, coupled with damage from the fire that ripped 
through the 335,000 barrel-per-day (bpd) refining complex, could force the 200,000 bpd Girard Point section of the 
two-section complex to remain shut for an extended period.  
Staff evacuated as rocket strikes near foreign oil firms in Iraq   
A rocket hit a site in southern Iraq used by foreign oil companies on Wednesday, including U.S. energy giant 
ExxonMobil, wounding three people and threatening to further escalate U.S.-Iran tensions in the region. There was no 
immediate claim of responsibility for the attack near Iraq's southern city of Basra, the fourth time in a week that 
rockets have struck near U.S. installations. A second rocket that landed in another nearby area did not explode, one 
official said. Three previous attacks on or near military bases housing U.S. forces near Baghdad and Mosul caused no 
casualties or major damage. None of those incidents were claimed.  
U.S. oil soars 10% in week on fears of U.S.-Iran conflict 
Oil futures rose 1% on Friday, with U.S. crude up 10% in the week and global benchmark Brent gaining 5%, on fears the 
United States could attack Iran and disrupt flows from the Middle East, which provides more than a fifth of the world’s 
oil output. U.S. gasoline futures, meanwhile, jumped around 4% following a massive fire at Philadelphia Energy 
Solutions’ refinery in Philadelphia, the largest on the U.S. East Coast.  
Gulf oil producers to maintain output within OPEC target in July 
Gulf OPEC producers will keep their July oil production within their OPEC target despite the current global supply cut 
pact expiring at end of June, OPEC sources said on Thursday, a signal that the Gulf exporters are reluctant to boost 
supply. Saudi Arabia, the top global oil exporter's crude output in June will be around the same level of its May 
production, and its July output will remain within its obligation under the OPEC-led supply cut deal, the sources said. 
Druzhba oil pipeline flows to Poland resume after shutdown  
Oil flows to Poland through the Druzhba pipeline resumed on Thursday after being suspended on Wednesday evening 
due to the discovery of contaminated oil, Polish pipeline operator PERN said on Thursday. Russia suspended west-
bound flows through the pipeline in April due to excessive levels of organic chloride in the crude, but PERN confirmed 
on June 9 that clean oil supplies from Russia had been partially restored.  
Russia says no tainted oil in reservoirs at Ust-Luga port    
Oil reservoirs at Russia's Baltic Ust-Luga port contain no contaminated oil, the energy ministry said in a statement on 
Thursday. Organic chloride levels in oil at the port will be between 2.8 and 4.5 parts per million (PPM) from June 18 to 
June 25, and stood at 3.5 PPM on Tuesday, the ministry said.  
U.S. refiner Phillips 66 enters offshore oil export race 
U.S. oil refiner Phillips 66 is proposing a deepwater crude export terminal off the U.S. Gulf Coast, the company said on 
Wednesday, challenging at least eight other projects aiming to send U.S. shale oil to world markets. The project, called 
Bluewater Texas Terminal LLC, signals another major expansion of its logistics operations.  
Euronav buys more fuel oil for IMO storage 
Belgium-based shipowner Euronav has nearly filled up its ultra large crude carrier (ULCC) in the Med with low-sulphur 
fuel oil as part of its strategy to blend and store marine fuels compliant with the International Maritime Organisation's 
(IMO) 2020 sulphur cap. Euronav purchased at least seven 30,000t cargoes from different suppliers since March to 
store onto the tanker Oceania, according to vessel tracking firm Vortexa. The firm bought cargoes from refiners such 
as Italy's Iplom and Saras, Nigeria's Sahara and Israel's ORL. Euronav bid at a $35/t premium to high-sulphur Rotterdam 
fuel oil barges last week, implying an outright price of $379.75/t on 14 June for its latest low-sulphur oil cargo, 
according to sources. The deal could not be confirmed with Euronav.  
Vitol building Malaysian oil refinery to meet new low-sulphur ship fuel rules 
Vitol, the world’s largest independent oil trader, has started building a small oil refinery at its storage terminal in 
Malaysia that will provide low-sulphur fuel for ships, a senior company official said on Monday. The project consists of 
a crude distillation unit that can process 30,000 barrels per day of crude and is located on the same site as Vitol’s oil 
storage terminal at Tanjung Bin in the southern Malaysian state of Johor, Vitol Asia’s President and Chief Executive 
Officer Kho Hui Meng said. 
Source: Refinitiv / Argus Media / Platts 
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Unit 21-Jun 14-Jun W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Wheat usd/t 523.3 544.3 -3.9% +8.7%

 Corn usd/t 442.8 462.0 -4.2% +25.5%

 Soybeans usd/t 905.8 326.4 +177.5% +2.5%

 Palm Oil usd/t 488.1 483.1 +1.0% -14.2%

Unit 21-Jun 14-Jun W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Iron Ore (Platts) usd/t 107.5 104.3 +3.1% +65.7%

 Iron Ore China @Tangshan rmb/t 868.0 824.0 +5.3% +84.7%

 Rebar in China rmb/t n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

 Plate in China rmb/t n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

 HR Coil in China rmb/t n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

 CR Sheet in China rmb/t n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Unit 21-Jun 14-Jun W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Steam @ Richards Bay usd/t 63.1 63.2 -0.2% -39.6%

 Steam @ Newcastle usd/t 70.5 71.9 -1.9% -38.2%

 Coking Coal Australia usd/t 195.5 196.0 -0.3% -1.4%

Unit 21-Jun 14-Jun W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Crude Oil Brent usd/bbl 65.3 61.7 +5.8% -11.9%

 Crude Oil WTI usd/bbl 57.8 52.3 +10.6% -15.4%

 Crude Oil Dubai usd/bbl 64.0 59.9 +6.9% -10.8%

 Natural Gas Henry Hub usd/mmbtu 2.21 2.40 -7.9% -24.6%

 Gasoline Nymex usd/gal 1.88 1.72 +9.3% -8.3%

 ICE Gasoil usd/t 587.0 564.0 +4.1% -8.4%

 Naphtha Tokyo usd/t 480.8 466.8 +3.0% -24.9%

 Jet-Kerosene Asia usd/bbl 74.5 73.5 +1.3% -14.2%

Unit 21-Jun 14-Jun W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Rotterdam usd/t 368.5 356.0 +3.5% -10.9%

 Gibraltar usd/t 396.5 381.0 +4.1% -13.1%

 Singapore usd/t 394.0 372.5 +5.8% -11.1%

 Rotterdam usd/t 404.5 385.0 +5.1% -9.9%

 Gibraltar usd/t 430.5 411.5 +4.6% -9.3%

 Singapore usd/t 448.5 413.5 +8.5% -5.9%

 Rotterdam usd/t 555.0 540.0 +2.8% -10.4%

 Gibraltar usd/t 608.0 581.0 +4.6% -9.6%

 Singapore usd/t 580.0 560.5 +3.5% -10.7%
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tankers 5631-300 tanker@bancosta.com yachting 5631-764 yachts@bancosta.it 

containers 5631-515 containers@bancosta.com agency 5631-600 bcagy@bcagy.it 

s&p 5631-500 salepurchase@bancosta.com ship repair 5631-626 shipyard@bcagy.it 

offshore 5631-550 offshore@bancosta.com towage/salvage 5631-626 shipyard@bcagy.it 
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singapore  hong kong beijing tokyo 
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sap@bancosta.com.hk  
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web site:   www.bancosta.com 
 

linkedin:   linkedin.com/company/banchero-costa 
 

twitter:  twitter.com/banchero_costa 
 

In addition to regular market reports, banchero costa research recognize the need for bespoke 
reports & analysis, tailored to specific client needs.  

Reports can be produced on a wide range of shipping markets including dry bulk, tankers, gas & 
containers. In addition in-depth reports can be produced on specific commodity markets.  

To discuss individual requirements please contact:  

Phone: +65 6327 6863 

 Email: research@bancosta.com 

Legal notice:   The information and data contained in this presentation is derived from a variety of sources, own and third party’s, public and private, and 

is provided for information purposes only.   

Whilst banchero costa has used reasonable efforts to include accurate and up-to-date information in this presentation, banchero costa makes no 

warranties or representations as to the accuracy of any information contained herein or accuracy or reasonableness of conclusions drawn there from.  

Although some forward-looking statements are made in the report, banchero costa cannot in any way guarantee their accuracy or reasonableness. 

banchero costa assumes no liabilities or responsibility for any errors or omissions in the content of this report. 


